A control structure is investigated where the sensor is remotely located from the plant through the communication network, motivated by the inclusion of sensor fusion in networked control systems (NSCs). This control structure admits a broad class of practical NSCs but has rarely been touched before. Motivated by the packet-based control approach, the authors propose an offline model predictive control-based gain scheduling scheme for this control structure. This scheme is capable of actively compensating for the communication constraints, which is an impossible task for conventional control approaches, and at the same time it dramatically reduces the communication and computational costs compared with the packet-based control approach. In this sense, this scheme can be regarded as an important step towards the effective convergence of control, communication and computation.
Introduction
In networked control systems (NCSs), data are typically produced digitally from embedded computational devices and then exchanged through communication networks. Therefore the practical deployment of NCSs is facing challenges from both aspects of communication and computation. First, embedded computational devices are generally performance limited, especially when they are running on batteries where minimising the use of their computational power is a must. Second, nowadays, the data networks such as the Internet are more and more popular in NCSs, the use of which, however, inevitably produces more severe network-induced delay, data packet dropout and disorder etc. (usually termed as the 'communication constraints'), a feature rarely seen in conventional control systems and could severely degrade the system performance unless carefully treated [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hence, a successful NCS design is not only a control algorithm, but rather interdisciplinary, that is, an effective convergence of control, communication and computation. Although this convergence is still immature and challenges are seen everywhere, gratifying progress has already proven its vital value in the development of NCSs in recent years [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
As an example of this convergence, we consider a control structure in NCSs where the sensor is remotely located from the plant, which is distinct from most existing models used in NCSs. This control structure can be regarded as a simplified model of NCSs in the presence of sensor fusion, and has rarely been touched before despite its practical popularity (see Section 2.1 for more details). For the system design of this control structure, we look into the solutions that existing control approaches can offer, and in particular focus on conventional time-delay system (TDS) modelling [15] and a recently proposed packet-based control approach [16] . The TDS method models NCSs by parameterising the communication and computational constraints. Despite the simplicity of the obtained model, it is unable to actively and effectively compensate for the communication and computational constraints, and thus is not optimal globally from the 'convergence' perspective. The packetbased control approach, on the contrary, is proud of its capability of active compensation for the communication constraints. However, this capability is achieved at the cost of dramatically increased use of the communication (and possibly computational) resources. These facts justify our efforts towards the balance between the control performance and the communication and computations costs, or in other words, the global optimisation of the considered NCS from the convergence perspective of control, communication and computation [17] .
Our solution towards this convergence is motivated by the active compensation capability that the packetbased control approach can offer. Specifically, we first design a model predictive control (MPC)-based controller for the packet-based control approach, the feedback gains derived from which are typically delay dependent. An important implicit relationship between these delaydependent feedback gains and normal delay-free ones is then discovered. This relationship lays the foundation for the proposed offline MPC-based gain scheduling approach. This approach, because of its design, retains the active compensation capability at dramatically reduced computational and communication costs, and can therefore be regarded as an important step towards the aforementioned convergence.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We first justify the model used in the paper by the example of Mars exploration rover and then consider existing solutions to this model in Section 2. Realising the deficiencies of existing solutions, we propose our solution in Section 3. Section 4 further analyses the control performance of the proposed solution against the communication and computational costs by examples. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem statement and related work

Problem statement
The NCS setup illustrated in Fig. 1 is considered. Different from most existing system settings in NCSs where the actuator, the plant and the sensor are regarded as physically inseparable parts of the system, the sensor in Fig. 1 is remotely located from the plant. As mentioned earlier, this model is derived from our observation on NCSs when sensor fusion is also of interest. Sensor fusion is an effective tool to deal with the situation where, for example, multiple sensors are in present in the system. In this case extra effort, that is, sensor fusion, is needed, in order to combine the sensory data as this is usually better than using them individually. In this sense, the sensor illustrated in Fig. 1 is more likely to represent a complicated computing device to conduct the sensor fusion process, and the physical sensors can still be located at the plant side. This simplified model in Fig. 1 is reasonable, if we focus not on the detailed techniques of sensor fusion, but on the fact that the complete sensory data can only be available at the controller side.
A typical example of this control structure is the Mars exploration rover [18] . Multiple cameras are configured on each rover to gather various information from its nearby environment on the Mars surface. The local controller within the rover can deal with simple situations but complicated ones will be returned to the earth via images from which further information is extracted using more powerful computing devices and instructions are then sent back to the rover. In this example, although the images (raw sensory data) are captured at the rover (plant) side, they have to be further analysed (sensor fusion) remotely (at the controller side) before they can serve as useful sensory data, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1 Networked control system with remotely located sensor
The plant is assumed to be described by the following multi-input multi-output linear time-invariant model S S :
n×m and C ∈ R r×n . Owing to the real-time requirement of control systems, once a data packet is dropped in NCSs, no retransmission of this data packet is needed since, even retransmitted successfully, the delayed information contained in this data packet is usually useless for the system. In the discrete-time context, this treatment implies that one data packet dropout is equivalent to one step of delay in the theoretical design and analysis. Bearing this in mind, we have the following reasonable assumption regarding the characteristic of the communication network.
Assumption 1:
The sum of the network-induced delay and consecutive data packet dropout in both the actuator (plant)-to-controller (sensor) and the controller-to-actuator channels are upper bounded, that is
whereτ ac andτ ca are the upper bounds, τ ac,k ,χ ac and τ ca,k , χ ca represent the network-induced delay and the upper bound of consecutive data packet dropout, in the actuator (plant)-to-controller (sensor) and the controller-to-actuator channels, respectively.
It is also assumed that all the control devices are implemented in embedded devices with limited resources. These embedded devices may also not be exclusively owned by the considered NCS but shared with other applications. It is thus necessary to reduce as much as possible the usages of the computational resources, not only because of the limited performance of the embedded devices, but for the benefits of other shared applications.
Related work
The NCS setup in Fig. 1 can be modelled using TDS theory. Indeed, without the measurement system in (1b), the dynamics in (1a) with the system setting in Fig. 1 readily gives rise to a typical TDS with state delay, as follows
where τ k is the round-trip delay at time k and K is the feedback gain of the static state feedback controller. With such a model, conventional TDS theory can then be applied, without even noticing the practical characteristics of the communication networks or the computational devices [15, 19] . Note that the model in (3) is exactly the same as the typical TDS model with the normal control structure where the sensor is located at the same side as the plant. This fact implies that the TDS modelling is difficult to capture the specific control structures of NCSs and thus consequently difficult for the designers to manipulate the system efficiently. From a completely different perspective, we may design the control algorithm with more characteristics of the communication networks being involved. This can be achieved using a packet-based control approach, by noting the fact that a single data packet is usually large enough to contain multiple steps of the control signals. This fact allows us to design a forward control sequence (FCS) with the length ofτ ca + 1, as follows
and then pack the FCS into a single data packet and send it to the actuator through the communication network. Upon receiving U (k|k − τ ac,k ), the actuator then selects from it the appropriate control signal to actively compensate for current communication constraints in NCSs, using a specially designed module named 'control action selector' (CAS), as illustrated in Fig. 2 and discussed in detail in [16, 20] .
Comparing between the TDS modelling and the packetbased control approach, it is seen that the former offers a simple system model to which most conventional TDS theories can be applied, whereas it is lack of the active compensation capability for the communication constraints as offered by the latter. At the same time, despite the preferred performance, the packet-based control approach consumes dramatically increased communication resources by sending multiple control signals at a time, which may not be allowed by practical system and also unfair for other shared applications. The very balance between the control performance and the consumed communication (and computational) resources thus motivates the novel scheme proposed in the following section.
Offline MPC-based gain scheduling for NCSs
In what follows, we first design an online MPC-based packet-based controller. We then discover an important relationship between the derived delay-dependent feedback gains and normal delay-free ones. This relationship enables us to design an offline MPC-based gain scheduling approach to NCSs, based on which the balance between the control performance and the communication and computational costs is achieved.
Online delay-dependent MPC design for packet-based control
The implementation of MPC is based on a step by step finite-horizon optimisation. Distinct from conventional MPC methods, the objective function in the NCS setting ought to take the communication constraints into account [20] , as follows
where J k,τ ac,k is the objective function at time k,
T is the predictive output trajectory, Q and R ac,k are diagonal weighting matrices and N p and N u are the prediction horizon and the control horizon, respectively. In order to optimise the objective function, system S is rewritten as follows by:
The optimal forward control incremental sequence at time k, that is,
T is obtained as state feedback control, as follows [20] 
where
T . After the operation of CAS in Fig. 2 , the control incremental signal actually adopted at time k (time at the actuator side) is
is a N u × m matrix with all entries 0 except the (τ * ca,k + 1)th row being 1. It is clearly noted that the derived feedback gains in (7) are delay dependent and thus this MPC method is referred to as delay-dependent MPC, in order to distinguish from conventional delay-free ones.
From online to offline: rediscovering the feedback gains
The following theorem discovers a fact regarding the delay-dependent feedback gains K i in (7) (for simplicity of notations we let i := τ ac,k hereafter), showing that the variation of these feedback gains in terms of different sensor-to-controller delays is closely related to the weighting matrix Q in (5).
Before presenting the theorem, the following fact is first given, which is used in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 1:
The inverse of a two-dimensional block matrix can be calculated as follows
where a, b, c, d are matrices with appropriate dimensions, ⋆ represents those items of no interest, and all the matrices are invertible where necessary.
Theorem 1:
The feedback gains K i in (7) can be constructed as follows
r i is the upper left block of R i with dimension m × m, that is
and matrix-valued function 0 (x) is defined as follows
Proof: K i is given in (7) as follows
The proof can be completed by showing that K i defined above can be equivalently written as in (9) . To this end we first calculate (F
by the use of (12) and Lemma 1, as follows
where we have used the following relationship in light of the definitions of F i in (7) and f i in (11)
by the use of (10) .
Note that E i = E i−1Ā , i ≥ 1, which yields
Matrix-valued function i (x), i ≥ 0 is defined as follows
where it is noted that this definition is consistent with the definition in (13) when i = 0.
Using (16) we can rewrite (15) as follows
The fact that (17) is held for all i ≥ 1 actually implies [noting (14)]
Note that M 0 = I mNu×mNu ,Ā 0 = I n×n and Q 0 = Q, it thus holds that
This together with (18) completes the proof.
Theorem 1 builds the relationship between the delaydependent and delay-free MPC methods, which is stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
Given the actuator-to-controller delay i := τ ac,k , the FCSs calculated using the delay-dependent MPC method in Section 3.1 is equivalent to the following delay-free control strategy:
(i) Keep the plant open loop for i time steps; (ii) Design the FCS using MPC based on the following delay-free objective function with delay-dependent weighting matrix Q i Proof: The proof is straightforward by looking into (9) in Theorem 1.
Remark 1:
Using the packet-based control approach, before selecting the appropriate control action from the FCS, CAS is required first to compare the newly arrived FCS and the one already stored and only the one containing the latest information is stored. This mechanism is designed to deal with data packet disorder in NCSs. The rationality of introducing such a functionality can be justified by Theorem 1. In fact, (17) tells us that (by left-multiplying
and in addition
Comparing these two feedback gains, it is seen that K i is obtained by keeping the plant open loop for one time step and then modifying the gain by adding some correction factor Q i . Nevertheless no closed-loop information at this time step is involved in K i and, therefore K i−1 should contain more precise control information than K i does. This is why such a comparison process is introduced in CAS.
Offline MPC-based gain scheduling
Corollary 1 implies that the delay-dependent MPC optimisation problem with the objective function in (5) is no longer necessary to be solved at each step. The equivalence between the delay-dependent and delay-free MPC methods renders us the privilege of calculating only the delay-free optimisation problem offline and then making adjustments when the system is up and running. In this way, Corollary 1 provides the possibility of dramatically reducing the communication and computational costs whereas at the same time maintaining the same system performance as the packet-based control approach. Indeed, thanks to the offline MPC design, the active compensation capability can now be embedded into a much simplified gain scheduler at the actuator side, without using the complicated controller at all. With this novel design, the feedback gains that are computed offline are stored in the gain scheduler and the control signal is then obtained directly from the gain scheduler and applied to the plant, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and further organised in Algorithm 1, as follows.
Algorithm 1 Offline MPC-based gain scheduling: S1. Solve the delay-free MPC optimisation problem with the objective function in (20) and store the related parameters in the gain scheduler: function 0 (x), delay-dependent weighting matrices Q i , i ≥ 0 and extended system matrixĀ.
S2. Whenever a sampled system state, x(k − τ k ) arrives at the gain scheduler, then:
1. Determine the latest system state x(k − τ * k ) as well as the round-trip delay τ * k ; 2. Construct the extended state:
3. Calculate the open-loop extended state:
Calculate the appropriate control action:
x(k) and applies it to the plant.
Remark 2: Corollary 1 can also be applied to reduce the computational cost of packet-based control approach. Indeed, with the packet-based control framework as in Fig. 2 remaining unchanged, we can solve the related delay-free MPC problem offline and store the associated parameters. Then, at every time instant, we calculate the FCS using the predetermined parameters without solving the online optimisation problem. In this way, we can considerably reduce the computational cost within the packet-based control framework.
Remark 3:
Although we have applied a seemingly different offline MPC scheme in Algorithm 1, the algorithm is still within the same packet-based control framework and the control signals actually applied to the plant are the same as the online calculations benefited from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. Therefore the stability of the system can be guaranteed in the same way as the online MPC scheme, the analysis of which is thus omitted for brevity. The reader of interest is referred to [20] for further details.
Control performance against communication and computational costs
Compared with the packet-based control approach, (i) no FCSs are calculated or transmitted using Algorithm 1, which thus significantly reduces the the communication cost; (ii) the controller is now simplified as a gain scheduler at the actuator side with considerably reduced requirement for the computational resources when the system is up and running. At the same time, the active compensation capability remains exactly the same as the packet-based control approach, meaning that we are now able to achieve the same improved control performance as the packetbased control approach compared with the TDS modelling approach, but with considerably reduced communication and computational costs. This is an important step towards the convergence of control, communication and computation.
To make our point more sound, consider Example 2 in [20] , which is an NCS test rig with the control devices being remotely connected via the Internet between UK and China (Fig. 4) , and can be configured online via http://www.ncslab.net. By making minor modifications to the original experimental setting, we managed to setup the system to resemble the NCS setup as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since the control performance achieved by the offline MPC-based gain scheduling approach remains the same as the packet-based control approach, we omit the discussion on the control performance, but focus only on the communication and computational costs in this experiment. For the detailed experiment settings and the improved control performance, the reader is referred to [20] .
The comparison of the communication and computation costs is illustrated in Fig. 5 . From practical measurement we haveτ ca = 4 time steps. Using the offline MPC-based gain scheduling scheme, we send only the sensory data from the controller to the actuator but not the FCS containing five control predictions. Therefore the communication resources required by the proposed scheme is only ∼20% of that using the packet-based control approach, if we reasonably assume that the same amount of communication resources is needed to encode one step of the control signal and the sensory data. On the other hand, although a certain amount of offline computation is required, the proposed scheme requires much less computational resources for the scheduling purpose (time-varying, but in most time less than 10%, measured by the occupied processor time) when the system is up and running as no online optimisation is necessary. These results prove the significant reduction of the communication and computation costs using the offline MPC-based gain scheduling approach, under the same control performance achieved as the packet-based control approach.
Conclusions
An offline MPC-based gain scheduling scheme is proposed for a class of NCSs where the sensor is remotely located from the plant, implemented by discovering a relationship between the online delay-dependent and offline delay-free optimisation problems. At dramatically reduced communication and computational costs, this approach retains the active compensation capability for the communication constraints as offered by the packetbased control approach. This achievement is a successful example of the convergence of control, communication and computation.
